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Abstract—There are many users of audio streaming services
because of the proliferation of cloud-based audio streaming
services for different content. The complex networks that support
these services do not always guarantee an acceptable quality
on the end-user side. In this paper, the impact of temporal
interruptions on the reproduction of audio streaming and the
user’s preference in relation to audio contents are studied. In
order to determine the key parameters in the audio streaming
service, subjective tests were conducted, and their results show
that user’s Quality-of-Experience (QoE) is highly correlated with
the following application parameters, the number of temporal
interruptions or stalls, its frequency and length, and the tem-
poral location in which they occur. However, most important,
experimental results demonstrated that users’ preference for
audio content plays an important role in users’ QoE. Thus, a
Preference Factor (PF) function is defined and considered in
the formulation of the proposed metric named Audio streaming
Quality Metric (AsQM). Considering that multimedia service
providers are based on web servers, a framework to obtain
user information is proposed. Furthermore, results show that
the AsQM implemented in the audio player of an end user’s
device presents a low impact on energy, processing and memory
consumption.

Index Terms—Audio Streaming Quality Metric, QoE, audio
objective metric, multimedia streaming, user preference.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE presence of multimedia content in the internet has
never been greater than today [1]. Most of the broadcast

technologies and communication markets have turned to the
emergent phenomena of Internet based solutions, such as
social networks, online radio, music streaming and content
sharing platforms [2], [3]. In every single minute, more than
300 hours of both audios and videos are uploaded to Internet
to be distributed using different services; as a consequence,
people are consuming more hours of these multimedia signals
each year [4].

In recent years, web-based music streaming providers have
increased and such fact has put the music streaming in the list
of the contents most accessed by users via the Internet [5].
In general, it is expected that audio streaming service, only
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considering the cellular traffic, will reach 1.78 Exabyte per
month by the end of 2025 [6], representing approximately
6.5% of the total amount of mobile data traffic. In many
streaming services, the content is transmitted via broadcast
worldwide, but using a connection for each user, in which
packets must be sent to one listener at a time. Thus, network
traffic increases based on the number of users; therefore, the
probability of packet losses is higher [7].

The occurrence of packet losses on transmissions over the
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [8] affects directly the quality
of the content. UDP is used in real-time services, such as VoIP,
which impairment characteristics were well studied in the
past two decades [9], and different quality evaluation methods
were proposed [10]. Nowadays, most streaming applications
run over the Hypertext Transmission Protocol (HTTP) over
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), and the multimedia
quality metrics started to consider the peculiarities of TCP
and its impairment characteristics to determine an accurate
evaluation [11].

Audio quality evaluation methods can be classified in two
main categories, subjective methods that are based on the
user’s evaluation of the content, and objective methods that
are based on algorithms to estimate the signal quality [12],
[13], [14], [15], [16]. Objective methods can also be classified
according to their input types on speech-based, parametric-
based [17] and hybrid [18]. The first one is sub classified in
intrusive or nonintrusive methods [19]. The intrusive method
uses two audio signals, a reference and an impairment signal
[20]. A nonintrusive method uses a single signal and it is
the most appropriated for real-time services [21]. In the later
decade, some studies focused on video streaming services
stated that temporal interruptions [22], most known as stalling
or pauses, is the major user’s Quality-of-Experience degra-
dation factor [23], [24], [25], [26], [27]. Others well-known
impairment factors are the initial delay [28] and switching
resolution events [26]. As shown in works [28], [29], [30], the
temporal location in which the stalls occur also has a relevant
impact on the users perceived quality. That means, stalls on
the beginning of the content reproduction may have a different
impact than stalls on other temporal segments. Therefore, an
audio quality metric should assess not only the occurrence
of stalls, but its temporal location in the audio. Also, ITU-
T Rec. P.1203 [31] introduced a parametric bitstream-based
quality assessment model [32], [33], [34] for audiovisual
streaming services over reliable transport; specifically, ITU-T
Rec. P.1203.2 [35] presents an audio quality estimation module
focusing on codec impairments as well as Internet protocol
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(IP) network impairments [36]. This audio module predicts
mean opinion scores (MOS) based on a 5-point absolute
category rating (ACR) scale [37].

On another hand, some studies in multimedia content
pointed that user’s QoE does not only depend on technical
aspects, user subjectivity, such as preferences on multimedia
content [38], [39], [40] play an important role in the user
experience prediction. In addition, It is important that in
subjective tests, the assessors’ profiles information, such as:
age, gender, expectations, emotions and preferences [41], [42],
[43] need to be considered. In this sense, the user preference
for audio content is taken into account in this work, in order
to improve an objective audio quality metric.

In this context, the main contribution of this paper is to
propose a new audio quality metric specifically designed to ad-
dress the impairments of audio streaming over TCP/IP, named
Audio streaming Quality Metric (AsQM). The proposed metric
considers the following criteria: (a) number of stalls, (b) stalls
duration, (c) temporal location of the stalls, (d) initial buffering
duration, and (e) user preference on audio content. The latest
one is proposed as an adjustment factor, let AsQM works in
case user preference information is not available, and also it
can be used by other audio quality metrics. The performance
assessment of our proposal is performed using subjective tests,
and also compared with the results obtained by the method
described in ITU-T Rec. 1201.2 [44]. Moreover, the proposed
audio quality metric was implemented in a handheld mobile
electronic device as an application, to evaluate its performance,
and the experimental results showed that the AsQM consumes
negligible resources from the mobile device. Finally, in order
to extract user audio content preference information, an archi-
tecture of audio streaming service is introduced.

The rest of this manuscript is structured as follows. Section
II presents a review of Audio Quality Assessment Methods.
Section III introduces the proposed Audio Quality Model used
to determine the AsQM. Section IV shows the implementation
of the tests. Experimental results are showed in Section V.
Finally, the conclusions are described in Section VI.

II. THE PROPOSED AUDIO STREAMING QUALITY METRIC

The main components of the proposed AsQM are intro-
duced in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed AsQM .

As can be observed, the AsQM is composed by two main
blocks depicted in dash-lines. The first one corresponds to
the module that considers technical aspects, such as codec
characteristics and application layer parameters to estimate a

quality index, named AsQM 1. The quantification of codec
degradation is based on the specifications of ITU-T Rec
P.1203.2, and the application layer parameters considers the
effect of stalls and their temporal locations. The second
module is related to the user subjectivity, and it works as
an adjustment factor that takes the user preference on audio
content into account. It is important to note that the AsQM
formulation in two stages, permits the second module can be
used for another audio quality metric, in case user preference
is known.

The proposed AsQM is determined according to the fol-
lowing relation

AsQM = AsQM1 × PF (1)

where PF represents a function regarding the user preference
factor, and AsQM 1 is given by

AsQM1 = QA − ID − IS (2)

where QA represents the audio quality reached by a specific
codec at a certain bitrate and considering a 5-point quality
scale, ID represents the impairment factor regarding the initial
delay, and IS is a relation to calculate the impairment factor
due to stalls happened during the audio streaming.

To determine each component of AsQM formulation, with
the exception of QA, subjective tests on audio quality were
carried out in this work. For a better explanation of the
methodology followed, we divided the test procedure in phases
I, II and III, which are described as follow.

A. Phase I: Determination of audio codec impairment

As stated before, for the determination of audio codec
impairment, the following relations presented in ITU-T Rec
P.1203.2 are used in this work

QA = MOSfromR(100−QcodA) (3)

where QA represents the audio quality of the codec
used in the streaming without considering any degradation.
MOSfromR(X) is an operator to transform R-scale values
to 5-point MOS scale, and QcodA represents the actual
impairment of audio codec.

The QcodA relation is presented as follow:

QcodA = α1 × exp(α2 ×BR) + α3 (4)

where α1, α2 and α3 are coefficients of the model for a specific
audio codec, and BR is the audio bit rate expressed in kbps.

The MOSfromR(X) is defined in (5).

MOSfromR(X) = MMIN + (MMAX −MMIN )X ÷ 100

X(X − 60)(100−X)7.10−6

(5)

where X represents an R-scale quality score; and MMIN e
MMAX are the minimum and maximum MOS index values
permitted, they are equal to 1.05 and 4.9, respectively.
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In our experimental tests, two audio codecs are used, AAC-
LC and HE-AAC-v2, which coefficients introduced in (4) and
bit rates supported by each one of them are presented in Table
1.

TABLE I
COEFFICIENT VALUES USED TO ESTIMATE THE AUDIO CODEC

IMPAIRMENT

Audio Codec α1 α2 α3
Bit rate -
BR (kbps)

AAC-LC 100 -0.05 14.6 32-576
HE-AAC-v2 100 -0.11 20.06 16-96

Then, the QA values can be calculated for both codecs using
(3), (4) and (5).

B. Phase II: Study of the impact of initial delay on the global
perceived quality

The impact of the initial delay on the global user’s perceived
audio quality was analyzed. Preliminary subjective tests that
considered different initial delay lengths were performed. A 1-
minute audio length with 6 different initial delay lengths was
used as test material, which results are presented in 2. In order
to minimize the codec impairments, the audio codec used was
the AAC-LC at its maximum bit rate.

Fig. 2 shows that the relation between the MOS quality
index and the initial delay length can be approximated to an
exponential function. The impairment caused by the initial
delay can be modeled as a logarithmic function.

Fig. 2. Initial buffering delay and its effects on users’ QoE.

However, the degradation caused by the initial delay can
depend on the audio length; therefore, the ratio between initial
delay and total video length should be considered as presented
in (6).

ID = −k · ln
(
c ·DL

TL

)
(6)

where ID is the impairment added by the initial delay; k
is a constant for scaling purposes; DL represents the initial
delay length in seconds; c indicates an exponential decaying
factor; and TL represents the audio total length in seconds. It

is important to note that ID is determined from subjective test
results as the difference between QA and MOS index.

C. Phase III: Study of the relation between pauses in audio
streaming and user’s QoE

This work aims to study the influence of stalls during an
audio transmission. The number of pauses and their temporal
location influence the user’s QoE in audio services [27], [45].

Streaming applications may implement different strategies
to minimize the impact of network losses; then, it is very
important to understand which kinds of scenarios have greater
impact on the user’s perceived quality. Hence, it was necessary
to build several scenarios or impairment audios containing
stalls at different temporal location and with certain duration
as presented in the previous section.

The proposed IS model considers the following parameters,
the initial buffering, the number of stalls, the stall lengths, and
the impairment weight of the temporal segment in which the
stalls occur. The last one is not considered into the model
given by ITU-T Rec. 1201.2 [44].

For this proposal, to determine the temporal locations of the
stalls, three temporal segments were defined: (a) segment A,
which represents the initial audio segment; (b) segment B, the
intermediate segment; and (c) segment C, which represents the
final audio segment. These segments are illustrated in Fig. 3,
in which T0 represents the instant in which the audio player
starts after of the initial buffering period, and T corresponds
to the instant in which the audio quality is evaluated. Then,
temporal segments are independent of the audio file length and
each temporal segment length can be calculated at any instant.
Also, the number of temporal segments influence the number
of the total audio files to be created for testing, thus, it was
restricted to three.

Fig. 3. Definition of temporal segments: Initial audio segment (Segment A);
the intermediate audio segment (Segment B); and the final audio segment
(Segment C).

As previously mentioned, the goal of the definition of
these temporal segments is to investigate the impact of stalls
happened in each temporal segment on the global audio
quality.

With this information, the IS model that only depends
on stall characteristics is modeled. Because there are many
degradation factors, assessors of subjective tests are asked to
evaluate the global quality. Additionally, for useful purposes,
the 5-point scale of MOS was considered, which is one the
most accepted quality scale used in voice quality assessment.
For this, an exponential function was used, and it is presented
in (7).

Is = QA − c · exp

(
n∑

i=1

Si · Li ·Di

Ti

)
(7)
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where, QA is the quality reached by a specific audio codec
in ideal conditions, c represents a constant, Si represents the
number of stalls; Li is the average length of stalls, measured
in seconds, which happens in the same temporal segment; Di

is a degradation degree that each temporal segment adds to
the total audio degradation, it is used as a weigh factor; Ti

is time period in seconds of each temporal segment; n is the
number of temporal segments of an audio; in this work, three
segments are considered for all the tests. It is worth noting
that in each test scenario, IS is determined from subjective
test results as the difference between QA and MOS index

The results of subjective audio tests determined the weight
factor related to the degradation degree for each temporal
segment DA, DB and DC .

In total, 53 different impairment stall models (or test sce-
narios) were implemented, and also two audio codec were
used, which are explained in detail in the next section. An
average MOS index for the 3 assessed audios with the same
impairment model (considering the 3 audio content categories)
in the subjective test was used to calculate the parameters
introduced in the IS relation. For example, the following
relation corresponds to the impairment model number 1 that
has an average result called IS−1:

Ln(QA−1 − IS−1) = Ln(C) +
SA · LA ·DA

TA
+

SB · LB ·DB

TB
+

SC · LC ·DC

TC

(8)

A linear system with unknown variables and 53 equations
was obtained using (3). Later, the least squared method, specif-
ically the pseudo-inverse, was used to resolve this equation
system. “DX” represents the degradation weight of the tempo-
ral segment “X” to be determined. Note that the variables ISX,
SX, LX and TX are known for each model. Also, it is important
to stress that user preference was not considered.

An over determined equation linear system was obtained
considering the 53 impairment models and (8), which is
represented by:


1 t1,2 · · · t1,4
1 t2,2 · · · t2,4
...

...
. . .

...
...

...
. . .

...
1 t53,2 · · · t53,4

×

Ln(C)
DA

DB

DC

 =


Ln(QA−1 − IS−1)
Ln(QA−2 − IS−2)

...
Ln(QA−53 − IS−53)


(9)

The variables t1,2 to t1,4 presented in (4) represent the first
impairment model; t2,2 to t2,4 represent the second model and
so on. Solving this equation linear system, the values of c, DA,
DB and DC were obtained.

D. Phase IV: study of the relation between user preference on
audio content and user’s QoE

In this phase, eight audios are used in the test. Each one
had a duration of 120 seconds without considering pauses.
The experimental results of the preliminary subjective tests
are presented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Preliminary subjective test results of nine audio sequences that permit
to evaluate the impact of user preference on the audio quality index.

The MOS index presented in Fig. 4 shows that assessors
with preference for a specific audio content type scored dif-
ferent values compared with assessors without preference for
the same content type. The results demonstrate the importance
of considering the user’s preference for audio content type in
an objective audio quality metric. It is important to note that
to the best of our knowledge, current objective audio quality
metrics do not consider the user preference.

The Preference Factor (PF) is conceptualized in this sec-
tion. PF adjusts the audio quality score given by an algorithm.
To reach a better relation to users’ QoE, the algorithm that
only considers codec and network parameters (ASQM 1) is
complemented with the proposed PF.

The subjective test results showed that PF depends on the
user preference, the audio content type, and also depends on
the score level obtained by the objective audio quality metric.
In this work, three content categories were considered, music,
sport and news.

Twenty different audios for each category were evaluated.
For each audio assessed in auditory test, a MOS score is
obtained. These MOS results were used to establish the ratios
between the MOS value given by both the users with and
without preference. The results are analyzed considering each
audio category used in the tests, and then compared with the
results obtained by audio quality algorithms.

The variables ARpi and ARnpi represent the ratios between
the MOS values scored by users with and without preference
by the audio category, respectively. Both variables are intro-
duced in (10) and (11), respectively.

ARpi =
MOSpreference

i

MOSmean
i

(10)

ARnpi =
MOSno−preference

i

MOSmean
i

(11)
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The mean value represented by MOSmean
i considers the all

users independent of their preferences for the audio test “i”.
We considers that the maximum value for “i” is 20 for each
audio content category, because test development constraints.
In the subjective tests, the same number of assessors with
preference and no-preference was considered, in each audio
assessed “i” ; then the relation between ARpi and ARnpi is
formulated in (12).

ARnpi = 2−ARpi (12)

Let PFCT
p represent the PF function based on the ARpi

values for each audio category. These values are obtained from
subjective testes; thus, PFCT

p can be adjusted empirically by:

PFCT
p = α· ln(MOSmean

p ) + β (13)

Where, CT represents the audio content category and the
p index represents that user has preference for CT . Table III
presents the values for each variable used in (13).

TABLE II
VARIABLES VALUES FOR THE FUNCTION CONSIDERING DIFFERENT

CATEGORIES

AUDIO CATEGORY
(CT) α β

Music 0,423 0.197
Sport 0.699 0.428
News 0.481 0.256

The maximum error obtained by using α and β values in
(13) for music, sport and news categories were 0.03, 0.03 and
0.04, respectively.

A function that represents the ARnpi values called PFCT
np

is determined by (14), in which the same α and β values
presented in Table II are considered.

PFCT
np = 2− α· ln(MOSmean

p ) + β (14)

The preference factor functions can be used in different au-
dio streaming service implementations, in which the subjective
value is replaced in (13) and (14) for the MOS index obtained
by an objective metric. In this work, that objective metric is
represented by AsQM 1, and using (1), the proposed AsQM
is determined.

It is important to note that to implement the AsQM metric,
the user’s preference needs to be stored in the audio server and
each audio sample only belongs to a sole audio category. Also,
it is important to note that the 5-point scale should adopted
by the objective metric.

III. TEST IMPLEMENTATION

The audio database characteristics are described in this
section. These audios are used as test material to perform the
audio quality subjective tests. Later, the implementation of the
audio player is treated.

A. Audio Database Characteristics

Before to present the audio database used in the subjective
tests, the impact of different network impairments on the audio
streaming service is investigated; later, the criteria used to
build the audio database is explained in detail.

1) Network impairment and stall patterns: Networks can
suffer different impairments, in audio streaming services based
on TCP those impairments are manifested as stalls during
the reproduction; due of the network volatility, different stall
patterns appear. In [30] are proposed some stall distributions,
but they considered fixed stall lengths which is not a realistic
impairment scenario.

In this research; firstly, a network scenario was implemented
and the bandwidth and packet loss rate (PLR) parameters were
used to create different stall patterns. Secondly, based on the
network emulation results, the temporal location and the range
of the stall lengths were defined.

In order to implement different PLR distributions, the
Gilbert-Elliot model was used as presented in (15) and (16):

p = P (qt = B | qt−1 = G) (15)

r = P (qt = G | qt−1 = B) (16)

where, is the probability to pass from a Bad state (B) that
indicates packet loss to a Good state (G) that represents a
success in the packet delivery; is the probability to pass from
G state to B state; and represent the states at the instants t
and t-1, respectively.

Thus, with the variation of and is possible to calculate
the PLR, and also different packet losses distributions can be
obtained as presented in (17):

PLR =
p

p+ r
(17)

In Fig. 5, a packet loss distribution is presented, considering
a PLR of 1% and p= 0.10101% and q = 10%. In Fig. 6 another
packet loss distribution is showed that considers the same PLR
of 1% but now with p= 0.75758% and q = 75% . In both figures
the number of samples was limited to 1000.

Fig. 5. Packet loss distribution considering PLR=1% , p = 0.10101% and q
= 10% .

As can be observed in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, depending on
the probability of moving from a Good state to a Bad state
and vice versa, the temporal distribution of packet losses
varies. In audio streaming service, those different packet loss
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Fig. 6. Packet loss distribution considering PLR=1% , p = 0.75758% and q
= 75% .

distributions affect in different manner; distributions that are
similar to the presented in Fig. 5 cause longer stalls but a
few number of them; conversely, similar distributions to the
depicted in Fig. 6 originate a higher number of shorter stalls.

Additionally, the bandwidth capacity of the network trans-
mission was changed, considering 200%, 100%, 90%, 80%,
70% and 50% of the minimum transmission rate of the
corresponding audio file. These tests were mainly performed
to create different scenarios to determine the initial buffering
delay duration.

After the experimental tests, different stall patterns were
obtained in the audio streaming service at the end-user device,
and they were considered to build the audio DB for testing.

2) Criteria to build the audio database: An audio database
was built, considering the following criteria: number of stalls,
temporal position of stalls, stall lengths and initial buffering
delay.

The number of stalls and their lengths were determined
according to the network emulation results. It was observed
that the minimum and maximum stall lengths were 1 sec. and 7
sec., respectively. Also, the minimum and maximum numbers
of stall were 1 and 12 stalls. Additionally, the minimum and
maximum initial buffering delays were 1 and 9 sec. Based on
that information, different impairment patterns were defined.
For a better understanding and data presentation, they were
classified in different impairment level groups as presented in
Table III.

TABLE III
DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPAIRMENT GROUPS BASED ON THE

CHARACTERISTICS OF STALLS

PARAMETER
LOW

IMPAIRMENT/
(DESCRIPTION)

MEDIUM
IMPAIRMENT/

(DESCRIPTION)

HIGH
IMPAIRMENT/

(DESCRIPTION)
Initial delay

[s] 1 – 3 / (Id-L) 4 – 6 / (Id-M) 7 - 9 / (Id-H)

Number of
stalls 1 – 4 / (Ns-L) 5 – 8 / (Ns-M) 9 – 12 / (Ns-H)

Stall lengths
[s] 1 – 2 / (Sl-L) 3 – 5 / (Sl-M) 6 – 7 / (Sl-H)

The impact of the initial delay on the global audio quality
was evaluated separately. For this, three audio lengths of 30,
60 and 90 seconds were evaluated and 3 initial delay lengths

from each Id-L, Id-M e Id-H were used, totalizing 27 audios
with an initial buffering.

With the impairment level groups for the number and
length of stalls parameters introduced in Table III, different
impairment models were created. The characteristics of each
impairment model or scenario are presented in Table IV.

Additionally, three different audio content types were used:
music, sport and news. These three audios do not contain any
degradation type and they are named original audios. All the
impairment models presented in Table IV were applied to each
of the audio content type. As can be observed, the total number
of impairment models is 53. Also, two different audio codecs
were used; therefore, the total number of audios containing
stalls that will be used as test material is 318.

It is worth noting that each audio contains a complete idea
about some topic to avoid any assessors’ dissatisfaction, and all
of them are in Portuguese language that is the native language
of all assessors.

In general, audios can be characterized using the following
parameters: sampling rate or number of samples per second,
number of bits per sample also called bit depth (e.g. 8, 16 or 24
bits) and the number of channels (e.g. 1 channel for mono, 2
channels for stereo). The main characteristics of each original
audio are presented in Table V.

Furthermore, in order to study the impact of the user
preference on the global user’s QoE, another database was
built; in which the explicit user preference for a content type is
used; thus, each assessor manifests his or her preference before
evaluate an audio file. In this database, only 10 impairment
models from Table IV (M2, M19, M20, M21, M25, M26,
M27, M43, M44 and M45) were considered for each content
type; and also two audio codecs were used. Then, a total
number of 60 impairment audio files were generated. The
audio characteristics are the same that those presented in Table
V.

Finally, two extra audios were considered, the difference of
these audios is their length, each one with a length of 20 min-
utes. The goal of these audio files is to test the processing and
energy consumption of the proposed AsQM that is installed
in a mobile handled device. For this test, the perception of
users and their quality-of-experience is considered. Currently,
one of the most important constraints on mobile devices is the
energy consumption; therefore, the performance assessment of
AsQM considering that aspect is relevant.

IV. PROPOSED NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

The scenario in which the AsQM is implemented is de-
scribed in this section.

A. Customized Player in client side

A player was customized to monitor and capture parameters
and states of the buffer, providing conditions to estimate the
user QoE in the streaming audio service.

The parameters captured from the buffer are: (a) period of
the initial buffer; (b) period of playing, in which the audio
is displayed continuously without interruptions; (c) period of
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TABLE IV
DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPAIRMENT MODELS BASED ON THE

CHARACTERISTICS OF STALLS

Impairment
Model

Segment A Segment B Segment C
Number Length Number Length Number Length

M1 Ns-L Sl-L − − − −
M2 − − Ns-L Sl-L − −
M3 − − − − Ns-L Sl-L
M4 Ns-L Sl-M − − − −
M5 − − Ns-L Sl-M − −
M6 − − − − Ns-L Sl-M
M7 Ns-L Sl-H − − − −
M8 − − Ns-L Sl-H − −
M9 − − − − Ns-L Sl-H

M10 Ns-M Sl-L − − − −
M11 − − Ns-M Sl-L − −
M12 − − − − Ns-M Sl-L
M13 Ns-M Sl-M − − − −
M14 − − Ns-M Sl-M − −
M15 − − − − Ns-M Sl-M
M16 Ns-M Sl-H − − − −
M17 − − Ns-M Sl-H − −
M18 − − − − Ns-M Sl-H
M19 Ns-H Sl-L − − − −
M20 − − Ns-H Sl-L − −
M21 − − − − Ns-H Sl-L
M22 Ns-H Sl-M − − − −
M23 − − Ns-H Sl-M − −
M24 − − − − Ns-H Sl-M
M25 Ns-H Sl-H − − − −
M26 − − Ns-H Sl-H − −
M27 − − − − Ns-H Sl-H
M28 Ns-L Sl-L − − − −
M29 − − Ns-L Sl-L − −
M30 − − − − Ns-L Sl-L
M31 Ns-M Sl-M − − − −
M32 − − Ns-M Sl-M − −
M33 − − − − Ns-M Sl-M
M34 Ns-H Sl-H − − − −
M35 − − Ns-H Sl-H − −
M36 − − − − Ns-H Sl-H
M37 Ns-L Sl-L Ns-M Sl-M Ns-H Sl-H
M38 Ns-H Sl-H Ns-M Sl-M Ns-L Sl-L
M39 Ns-M Sl-M Ns-L Sl-L − −
M40 Ns-M Sl-M Ns-H Sl-H − −
M41 − − Ns-M Sl-M Ns-L Sl-L
M42 − − Ns-M Sl-M Ns-H Sl-H
M43 Ns-L Sl-L Ns-L Sl-L Ns-L Sl-L
M44 Ns-M Sl-M Ns-M Sl-M Ns-M Sl-M
M45 Ns-H Sl-H Ns-H Sl-H Ns-H Sl-H
M46 Ns-H Sl-L Ns-H Sl-L Ns-H Sl-L
M47 Ns-L Sl-H Ns-L Sl-H Ns-L Sl-H
M48 Ns-L Sl-M Ns-L Sl-H − −
M49 − − Ns-L Sl-M Ns-L Sl-H
M50 − − Ns-H Sl-M Ns-H Sl-M
M51 Ns-H Sl-M Ns-H Sl-M − −
M52 Ns-H Sl-L Ns-H Sl-L − −
M53 − − Ns-H Sl-L Ns-H Sl-L

rebuffering, during this period, temporal interruptions appear.
Considering these parameters, the number, length and temporal
location of stalls can be obtained. Also, the duration of the
initial buffering delay can be determined and stored.

B. Audio Database in server side

The AsQM was determined through the results of the sub-
jective tests. Several audios with different characteristics were
considered in the tests. Thus, the audio categories considered
were: music, sport and news.

The audio length considering in this work was the same
of other studies [45], which uses audio tests and the MOS
classification. As previously stated, a database of different

TABLE V
CHARACTERISTICS OF ORIGINALS AUDIOS USED IN

SUBJECTIVE TESTS

PARAMETER MUSIC SPORT NEWS
Codec and
Sampling rate
(kbps)

AAC-LC - 576
HE-AACv2-96

AAC-LC - 576
HE-AACv2-96

AAC-LC - 576
HE-AACv2-96

Number of
channels 2 2 2

Number of bits
per sample 16 16 16

Audio length
(seconds) 120 120 120

audio files was considered with the following data: audio
content type, audio length, number of stalls or pauses, the
length of each pause and the specific time of occurrence
(timestamp), and the user preference for the audio content
(category).

C. Audio Service Application Scenario

Subjective tests were performed in a laboratory environ-
ment, users were invited to listen to audios with different kinds
of impairments and instructed to evaluate each audio quality
based on the ACR method which use the MOS scale.

The AsQM metric was implemented in a client mobile
device used in the test. In a first phase, assessors went to
a laboratory and an explanation was given, and each assessor
fills a questionnaire with his or her user’s profile and scores
each audio file. Fig. 7 presents the network architecture with
emphasis on the client side implementation.

As second step, audio files and users’ profiles are stored
in the server platform. The AsQM score is transmitted from
the client device and used with the audio identification (V _id)
and user’s preference as inputs in the algorithm that calculates
the AsQM . This algorithm is presented in Table VI.

Fig. 7. Proposed network architecture of audio streaming service implemented
at the end-client.

The application was built in 1 core processor of 1.6 GHz
octa-core, the application for using the metric has a simple
complexity.

All audios had a duration of 60 seconds and were divided
in 3 segments: (1) 0 seconds to 19 seconds, (2) 20 seconds to
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TABLE VI
ALGORITHM OF THE PROPOSED ASQM THAT CONSIDERS USERS’

PREFERENCE

LINE STATEMENT
1 Audio ID: Aid
2 CT 1: sport= {As1, As2, As3, · · · , Asi}//i.e.;Aid = As1
3 CT 2 : documentary {Ad1, Ad2, Ad3, · · · , Adj}
4 CT 3 : news {An1, An2, An3, · · · , Ank}
5 Up = User preference for audio CT
6 // Example: Up= {CT 1, CT 2}
7 Read (AsQM)
8 If (AidϵUp)
9 AsQM = AsQM1 ∗ PFCT

p
10 Else
11 AsQM = AsQM1 ∗ PFCT

np

39 seconds and (3) 40 seconds to 60 seconds. As presented
in Table III, three different impairment groups based on stall
characteristics were defined.

As stated before, it is also a goal of this research to find out
if there are any differences in the user perceived quality when
considering different audio categories, therefore, three content
categories were used as test material.

V. RESULTS

In the phase A of this study, subjective tests were performed
in a laboratory environment to study the influence of pauses
location on users’ QoE about audio files. In the phase B,
the performance of the AsQM was validated considering (i)
correlation with subjective MOS scores that includes the user
preference on audio content, and (ii) impact on the processing
and energy consumption on current mobile hand-held devices.

A. Phase A: study of influence of temporal location of pauses
and initial delay on users’ QoE

The total number of assessors used in the tests was 96, and
each audio had at least fifteen scores. All assessors reported
to have no hearing impairment and have no experience in
assessing audio quality tests.

As presented in Table IV, stalls in different location and
several audio length for each audio category were considered.
The average MOS value of the three audio categories for
the same scenario was considered. Thus, using (7) for each
impairment model and considering the two audio codecs, we
built the equation linear system defined in (9). Thus, the
values of C and the degradation weights of temporal segments
DA, DB , and DC were obtained. These weights values are
presented in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 shows that the initial audio segment is more relevant,
or it has more impairment weight, in relation to other temporal
segments. The pauses at the beginning of the audio have more
negative effect on user QoE.

The assessors reported that if there are disturbances at the
beginning of the audio, they became pessimistic and think the
pauses could happen throughout all the audio.

Regarding the subjective test results of initial buffering
delay, it was possible to determine the variables introduced
in (6): k=0.824 and c=1.017. For this experimental tests, we

Fig. 8. Degradation weights of initial (1), intermediate (2) and final (3) audio
temporal segment, denoted by DA, DB and DC , respectively.

used audio lengths of 30, 60 and 90 seconds with initial delay
lengths of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 14, 18 and 22 seconds. Considering
the results obtained from subjective tests and the objective
measure using (6), a Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC)
of 0.974 and a maximum error of 0.265 at 5-point MOS scale
were calculated.

B. Phase B: study of the impact of audio content preference
on users’ QoE

In a first phase, subjective tests were performed in a lab-
oratory environment using the audio application implemented
in a specific mobile device, and the results determined the
PFCT

p and PFCT
np functions, and later, the AsQM metric

was determined. In an extended test, the performance of the
AsQM was evaluated using the crowdsourcing method. Both,
face and remote tests are explained as follows.

A sound card with technologies including stunning 3D
surround effects was used in the face–to–face tests,as well as
a headphone of 3.5mm jack input and stereo sound with 5W
of power. The room environment had no disturbing objects or
external noise. The tests were conducted by a period of 6.5
weeks. The tests were performed individually without a time
limit, in which instructions was performed about the tests,
before the valid tests.

The functions PFCT
p and PFCT

np depend on both the MOS
scores and the audio categories. According to the PFCT

p , the
sport content presents the lowest values, and news content
obtained the highest values. Thus, the users with preference
for sport content are more negatively affected.

In addition, assessors evaluated the perceived consumed
resources using a five-point MOS scale. The experimental
results are presented in Table VII.

These results demonstrated that there was not a negative
impact on the performance of the mobile device used in the
face tests. This is because the proposed metric is based only
on the application layer parameters and the metric added to
the audio player consumes very low processing. For users
analyze whether the audio player was consuming resources,
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TABLE VII
PERCEIVED VALUE OF CONSUMED RESOURCES IN THE MOBILE DEVICE

PARAMETER AVERAGE VALUE (1-5)
Processing and memory consumption 4.5
Energy consumption 4.5

was initially presented the player without and with the addition
of proposal metric.

In the extended tests the performance evaluation of the
AsQM was performed using the remote method, crowdsourc-
ing, in which the assessors had different audio card, headphone
or loudspeaker and mobile devices linked to network, the
instruction was that the user had to download the audio to hear
after the audio by the audio player. Additional 12 audios were
used as test material, in which 4 audios for each category were
considered and a different number of pauses were inserted. In
these tests, audio of 60 seconds are used.

The crowdsourcing platform established that as minimum
30 users need to participate in each campaign. Thus, three
campaigns were sent for each audio, achieving 90 MOS scores
for each audio listened. The results of both remote and face-
to-face tests are shown in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII
AUDIO QUALITY TESTS RESULTS PERFORMED IN A LABORATORY

ENVIRONMENT AND USING CROWDSOURCING METHOD

AUDIO
CATEGORY

AUDIO
SEQUENCE LABORATORY CROWDSOURCING

Sport 1 3,25 3,28
Sport 2 2.87 2,94

Documentary 3 3,52 3,63
Documentary 4 2,98 2,87

News 5 3,72 3,79
News 6 3,22 3,34

As can be observed in Table VIII the results of both
subjective test methodologies obtained similar scores.

Fig. 9 presents the MOS values obtained by crowdsourcing
method, ITU-T recommendation, AsQM1 and AsQM , in
which the assessors evaluated the audio content and previously
he/she manifested his/her preference. As previously stated,
audio content about sport, music and news were used. Audio
sequences indexed named “1” to “4” represent the audios with
the lowest and highest number of pauses, respectively. Audios
indexed as 2 and 3 correspond to the medium impairment
group described in Table III.

It is observed that sport audios obtained the lowest MOS
indexes. On the other hand, music content presented a lower
impact in relation to the other contents, maybe because some
users know the music and lyric, and it masked the negative
impact, but further studies are necessary to understand this user
behavior. In general, all objective metrics obtained satisfactory
results in the scenarios with low degradation. The metrics
that not considered the user subjectivity (preference factor),
AsQM1 and from ITU, obtained almost the same scores, but
slightly better correlation with MOS scores was reached by the
AsQM1. A Pearson correlation coefficient and a Root mean
square error of 0.99 and 0.23, respectively, were calculated
between AsQM scores and subjective test scores.

Fig. 9. Performance assessment comparison of the objective MOS determined
by AsQM1 and AsQM .

VI. CONCLUSION
The aim of broadcast technology is to deliver information

and entertainment to audiences worldwide, then, the quality
of the information that people receive is relevant. In this
arena, the present research developed a metric specifically
designed to address the issue of audio transmission over IP
networks, but also including the subjectivity of the users.
Thus, different audio content is considered in the database
used as test material. Also, the study aimed to understand the
negative impacts caused by stalls in different segments of the
transmission, as well as find out if the occurrence of stalls
results in different quality perceptions.

This paper stressed the reasons why current subjective
test methodologies are not correlated with real services with
the user QoE about audio streaming service. The subjective
tests results showed the relevance of considering the temporal
location of pauses in an audio quality assessment model.

The results highlighted the relevance of considering the
user preference for audio content, in which assessors with
preference granted the lowest MOS scores for the presented
audios. Thus, the performance of diverse objective metrics
can be enhanced. Functions PFCT

p and PFCT
np were defined,

which work as a correction factor and are meant to consider
the user subjectivity into an objective metric. The experimental
results demonstrated that these functions are able to enhance
the performance of existing audio quality metrics.

Additionally, the metric was evaluated according to con-
suming resources and the results show the inclusion of the
mathematical model solution in a sound player consumes
very low resources from current electronic devices. The as-
sessors evaluated an imperceptible interruption regarding the
consumed resources in the electronic device.
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